Method for estimating the tip geometry of scanning ion conductance microscope pipets.
Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) offers the ability to perform contact-free, high-resolution imaging of biological cells and tissues at physiological conditions. However, imaging resolution is highly dependent on the geometry of the SICM probe, which is generally not known. Small, high-resolution probes are too fine to image optically and, to date, geometry estimation has usually required electron microscopy (EM). This is time-consuming and prone to failure and cannot provide information about the crucial internal geometry of the probe. Here we demonstrate a new method for determining SICM tip geometry that overcomes the limitations of EM imaging. The method involves fitting an analytical model to current changes during quasi-controlled breakage of the pipet tip. The data can be routinely obtained using the SICM apparatus itself and our method thus opens the way for substantially better quantification in SICM imaging and measurement.